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Abstract—Wikipedia is a knowledge building community that
lets anyone create and edit articles. While editing articles, users
employ visual structure elements (VSE) to format content. VSEs
are part of the Wikipedia markup language. All creation and
editing events are recorded in a revision history. An unsupervised
learning approach was used to analyze a dataset with more
than 2,000,000 revisions of 126,000 articles. Using K-Means
clustering and association rules mining a general classification
of revisions was derived. Relevant classes include vandalism
revisions, correction revisions and common revisions. Each class
was later studied, and patterns of usage of markups elements
identified. Those results help to identify the user intention, and
the knowledge of VSE use could contribute to improving the
actual text editors provide by Wikipedia to improve the editor’s
activity finally.

Index Terms—Pattern mining, Machine learning, Unsupervised
learning, Wikipedia.

I. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge building process emphasizes on the

production and continuous improvement of knowledge pieces.

In other words, it is a collective creation of public knowledge

[1]. Some communities give support to this activity using a

Web-based approach called knowledge building communities

[2].

Wikipedia is a well-known example of these communities.

In Wikipedia, any person can create or edit articles

collaboratively by means a text editor provided. Currently,

two version of editors could be used in Wikipedia: the one

with wiki text (markup language), or a WYSIWYG editor.

Both editors allow users to format the article content by using

several visual structure elements (VSE) like links, headings,

or lists, among others.

Every time a person saves a new edition in the content

of an article, a revision with those changes is stored in its

”revision history”. A revision history includes the changes

(revisions) that were made in chronological order of an

article. For each revision in the revision history, it could be

seen the author identification, date of creation, and the content

of the complete article. Despite the selected Wikipedia editor,

the content of each revision article includes VSE information.
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Revision history or log analysis is a research area to

understand the evolution and the behavior over time. In the

context of Wikipedia, the evolution of each article content is

described in its revision history. With this information, it is

possible, for example, to reconstruct the writing process from

the beginning to the end [3]. It is also possible to detect and

classify the user’s behavior [4], to study the quality evolution

of an article [5] or, to detect the use patterns of provided

tools to perform the knowledge building process such as

discussion pages, communication board, or format elements.

Several works are based on the study of wikis and their

changes in different topics: study of editor’s behavior to

detect and classify editors into roles profile [6]–[8], automatic

vandalism detection of vandal behavior and how the systems

to detect vandalism works [9]–[11], analysis of activity level

in the wikis along the time [12], [13], and semantical study or

annotation of Wikipedia [14]–[16]. However, at the moment

of writing this article, there are not evidence of approaches

that explodes the VSE information to study the article content.

In this article, an unsupervised learning approach is

introduced in order to apply cluster analysis and association

rule mining to analyze VSE elements in the article content

and in the article content evolution. The approach is structured

in several steps. Firstly, cluster analysis is applied to study

the use of VSEs in a revision and, among revisions. Secondly,

association mining rules is used to make a co-occurrence

analysis among revisions. Finally, a combination of both

analysis is purposed to have a better detail in the pattern

VSE use in Wikipedia editions. The study was conducted

analyzing 126,000 of articles of the Wikipedia’s English

version that contain more than 2,000,000 of revisions. As

a result, a classification for revisions was obtained, and the

existence of VSE used patterns was detected. Those results

can be useful to distinguish user’s intentions or improve the

article editors with the VSE patterns.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section II

provides related works. Sections III presents the approach and

the tools to work. Section IV describes the information of

revision history, presents the dataset and details the evaluation

results. Finally, Section V draws some conclusions and points



in a few directions for future investigation.

II. RELATED WORK

In the context of Wikipedia revision history studies,

Viegas et al. [17] introduce history flow, a tool to detect

collaboration patterns: vandalism and repair, anonymity

versus named authorship, negotiation, and content stability.

Kiesel et al. [13] introduce an analysis spatio-temporal to

detect vandal patterns. For that, they use the revision history,

more specifically the reverse editions. All of these works are

centered in authors behavior pattern detection. Though our

approach also includes vandalism detection, it is centered in

article content evolution.

Zeng et al. [18] analyze the changes in the history revision

at the sentence level to assign a level of trust to each fragment.

This level of trust is based on the author that create or modify

a sentence. Javanmardi et al. [5], [19] present a model of

the evolution of the articles based on their content quality.

According to the authors, the quality of an article changes

along the time among different revisions. In comparison,

although our approach is not directly related to quality, the

use VSE-quality-based analysis could be immersed in further

work.

Edit activity patterns are studied in [20] by means of

applying hierarchical cluster analysis to analyze time series

of activity. In that work, six wiki edit activities were detected.

In the works of Yang et al. [4], [6], different techniques to

find user’s roles and how they affect to the article quality

are introduced. They apply Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

unsupervised learning approach to discover the user’s roles. In

our work, unsupervised learning is specifically used in pattern

discovering in VSE. Additionally, association rules mining and

cluster analysis are used as well, but instead of a hierarchical

algorithm, a K-means technique was used.

III. METHODOLOGY

This section introduces the methodology and the approach

of this article. The methodology was guided by the following

aspects:

1) Is it possible to group revisions by the analysis of

theirs VSEs? It is desirable to recognize the presence

of patterns in the use of VSE among revisions. For

example, revisions from different articles that use the

same set of VSEs.

2) From the changes of VSE among revisions (deletions

and additions), that we call this changes ”revision

evolution”. It is wanted to analyze and characterize

this revision evolution. Is it possible to group different

revision evolution’s? Indeed, it would be desirable to

perform this analysis with different levels of granularity,

for example, distinguishing among low, medium or high

level of additions or deletions.

3) What and how is the co-occurrence of those changes?

For example, there are two VSEs called X and Y, when

are X and Y applied together, which are their support,

confidence or lift?

To analyze the former aspects, the tools and metrics for

the study are presented below.

A. Tools

In this work, unsupervised learning was used in R software

environment for statistical computing2.Unsupervised learning

is used in the exploratory analysis to search undiscovered

patterns in not label data. To answering the questions about

the existence of patterns of VSE use, K-means algorithm was

used to cluster analysis; it was selected because It is fast with

big datasets and allow to a straightforward interpretation.

[21]. To answer questions related to the correlations of

VSE, association rules mining algorithms were used. More

specifically Eclat and Apriori to get support, confidence and

lift for each rule or co-occurrence. Those algorithms were

selected because both are well-known and fully documented

allowing to a straightforward association rule mining for a

frequent item set. As both algorithms are designed to work

with transactions, in this work, a transaction is going to be

considered equals to a revision. Because continuous data

about the VSE applications or deletions is conserved in the

revision evolution data, it was aggregated using different

values intervals that there are specified for each transaction

used. Finally, if well those algorithm are known for being

stateless representation of data, this work studied the article

content evolution using the differences among the revisions

how is seen in the case studies section.

B. Metrics

The algorithms previously mentioned use some metrics

in their applications. K-means require an assignation of the

k number of clusters searched. Calinski-Harabasz Index
[22]and Average silhouette width [23] metrics were applied

to get a recommended cluster number. Also, the coefficient

of Jaccard was employed to evaluate the stability of clusters.

Jaccard coefficient give a measure of similarity between two

clusters, iterating applying clustering and Jaccard coefficient

the cluster stability of each cluster in the original clustering

is the mean value of its Jaccard coefficient over all the

iterations. [21]

Eclat and Apriori compute the support, confidence and

lift. The support of an element (a set of co-occurrence

elements in Eclat and a rule in Apriori) is the number of

transactions that contain the element divided by the total

number of transactions. In Apriori, the rules are like ”if X,

then Y”. It means that every time the itemset X is seen in

2All code and dataset used is in: https://github.com/jonx18/
Patterns-of-Markup-use-in-Wikipedias-Context



a transaction, see Y is also expected. The confidence can

be represented such as support(union(X,Y ))/support(X),
where the union(X,Y ) means that you are referencing to

the rule that contains both X and Y. Thus, the confidence

of the rule represents how often appears Y when X

is there. Finally, lift compares the probability of an

observed pattern with the probability that observe that

pattern just by chance. The lift of a rule is given by

support(union(X,Y ))/(support(X) ∗ support(Y )). If lift

is 1, then X and Y are independent.

IV. STUDY CASE

This section explains the structure and the different

information can be obtained from the revision history of each

article in Wikipedia. After, the dataset used to the study cases

is presented, and finally, each study case it is presented with

it’s results.

A. Revision History

1) General revision information: Each article has a

revision history which includes all the previous revisions

ordered since earliest to the oldest. When an editor modifies

an article and saves it, a new revision is created and put in

the first position in the revision history.

The revision history has the article information like the

title of the article (title), the article identification (id), the

namespace (ns) to type the article (regular article, category,

and others), and the revisions (revision). Each revision in

the history has an identifier (id), time stamp (timestamp),

the person who made it (contributor), comment (comment),

and finally, the full article content at the moment of the

current revision was created (text). Article’s revision history

is available in several formats, this work uses the XML

format, and an example is shown in Listing 1.

<page>
<title>Pope</title>
<ns>0</ns>
<id>23056</id>
<revision>

<id>2806055</id>
...

</revision>
<revision>
<id>2806196</id>
<parentid>2806055</parentid>
<timestamp>2004-03-17T16:46:39Z</timestamp>
<contributor>
<username>Barbara Shack</username>
<id>40231</id>

</contributor>
<text>{{About|the leader of the

Catholic Church|the popes of

other churches, and other uses}}...
</text>

</revision>
<revision>

...
</revision>

</page>

Listing 1. Article XML file example.

2) VSE in revision content: The revision content described

with the XML tag text is a plain text within the Wikipedia

markups. From these markups, the VSEs are extracted. For

example, Figure 1 shows the editor version in plain text with

the Wikipedia markups for the Pope article3. In the image, it

can be seen the text ==History== which represents a heading

level 2 with title History (Figure 2 shows the user view). The

VSE that represents this markup will be the heading2.

A full list of VSEs analyzed in the current work is detailed

in Table I. The first column details the VSE name, second

column details the Markup name, third and fourth column

detail the opening and ending tag of each Wikipedia markup

respectively, and the description appears in the last column.

B. Dataset
The Dataset was composed for 2,000,000 revisions from

126,000 articles extracted from the English Wikipedia; only

articles with name space 0 were used, in other words,

common articles, not categories or talk pages. Those articles

contained the revisions since their creation until December

28th, 2016 when they were extracted using Wikipedia API.

C. 1st case: Revisions Group Analysis
This case tried to describe how are grouped the revision

by their VSEs using K-means to made clustering. As it

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope accessed on December 28th, 2016
3List of all articles used in https://rawgit.com/jonx18/

Patterns-of-Markup-use-in-Wikipedias-Context/master/articlelist.html .

aamamammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Fig. 1. Extract from Pope’s article in plain text.



TABLE I
ANALYZED VSES

VSE Name Markup Name Markup opening Markup ending Description
nowiki Nowiki <nowiki> </nowiki> Prevent the application of wiki-markups.

big Big text <big> </big> Increase the text size.

small Small text <small> </small> Decrease the text size.

sup Superscripts <sup> </sup> Create a superscripts.

sub Subscripts <sub> </sub> Create a subscripts.

s Strike-through <s> </s> strike out text.

blockquote Blockquote <blockquote> </blockquote> Create a blockquote.

includeonly Includeonly <includeonly> </includeonly> It is used for templates.

reference Reference <ref> </ref> Create a reference.

heading2 Heading 2 == == Create a title type 2.

heading3 Heading 3 === === Create a title type 3.

heading4 Heading 4 ==== ==== Create a title type 4.

heading5 Heading 5 ===== ===== Create a title type 5.

italic Italic text Two apostrophes Two apostrophes Italicize text.

blod Bold text Three apostrophes Three apostrophes Bold the text.

italicblod Italic and bold text Five apostrophes Five apostrophes Italic and bold formatting.

external External links [ ] Links to web pages outside Wikipedia.

internal Interwiki link [[ ]] Linking to a page on another wiki in English.

numberedelement Ordered Element # Not need Create ordered element.

bulletedelement Unordered Element * Not need Create unordered element.

redirect Redirects #REDIRECT [[ ]] Redirect one article title to another.

indent2 Indent text 2 Two colon :: Not need Create indent text type 2.

indent1 Indent text 1 Colon : Not need Create indent text type 1.

infobox InfoBox {{Infobox }} Create an Infobox.

wikitable WikiTable {|class=ẅikitable |} Make a table.

cite Cite {{cite }} Create a cite.

Fig. 2. Extract from Pope’s article in Wikipedia.

took more than a day, with the full dataset, the search was

evaluated in an iterative strategy. It consisted in evaluate

K-means over the revisions of a number P articles, and

finally, increasing P by one. Table II shows the results of

three iterations. The first column shows the number of articles

used, and the second and third column shows the number

of clusters recommended by the criterion Calinski-Harabasz
Index (CH) and Average silhouette width(ASW) respectively.

In the first row, the recommendations were 17 and 11, but in

the second row, those recommendations began to be greater

with values as 18 in both cases. Finally, in the third row, the

values are increased more.

The constant increment of the number of recommended

clusters shown that the articles created clusters to themselves.

It was because the visual structure(composed by VSEs) among

TABLE II
CLUSTERS RECOMMENDED.

Number of Articles CH ASW
3 17 11
4 18 18
5 20 20

revisions of the same article tends to be similar.

D. 2nd case: Revision Evolution Analysis

In this case, groups into the revision evolution were

searched. The quantitative changes of VSE between revisions

of same articles were used. For example, between two

revisions of the same article a VSE heading was added,

and the addition was kept as information of the revision

to compute the clustering with K-means. K-means was run

with 3 clusters by recommendation of the metrics CH and

ASW.The clusters are represented in Figure 3. The cluster 3

(in the center of the figure) is the one with more elements

which are grouped in a more cohesive manner than the other

two clusters. Moreover, the other two clusters are in opposite

positions where both of them have more disperse elements.

After, a subset of revisions from each cluster were hand

analyzed regarding a typological of changes. What was the

comment of the revision? Was the revision a revert? From

this analysis and considering the descriptive statistics of each

cluster , three types of revisions could be determined, and each

was named based on its characteristics:

• Vandal Editions: Those are revisions with a high decre-

ment in a VSE. Also, those revisions represented dele-



Fig. 3. K-means clusters.

tions or replacement of content with damaging intentions

to the article. It was represented by the cluster 1.

• Correction Editions: Those are revisions that recover

the content of Vandal Editions. Consequently, it have a

high increment of VSE. Also, many of those revision

had comments explaining those are reverts or vandal

correction. It was represented by the cluster 2.

• Common Editions: Those are revisions with changes

in a normal range for revisions in articles. Also, those

revisions usually had detailed comments of the changes

or at most, marked as self-revert. It was represented by

the cluster 3.

E. 3rd case: Addition and Deletion Patterns

This case analyzed the existence of VSEs addition or

deletion patterns. To analyze the revision evolution in this

way, the VSE information was aggregated and tagged by the

following next rules:

• When any deletion of VSE was detected, the tag ”-
Deleted” was applied.

• When any addition of VSE was detected, the tag ”-
Added” was applied.

• If changes were not detected, the VSE was deleted to

prevent bias the results.

In order to perform this analysis, Eclat was configured

with a minimum support of 0.01 and a least of 2 elements.

Also, Apriori was configured with support and confidence

minimum or 0.01 and a least of 2 elements in the first part of

the rule. Those configurations helped to focus in the relations

between VSE.

As result4, the Table IV for Eclat was obtained. First

column details the identification of the results, the second

column shows the VSE that co-occur and the support is

in the last column. There were items correlated with a

certain support, e.g., the first item of the table means that

the VSE’s that represents a blockquote and the indicator of

templates inclusions are added together with 3.39% of support.

The results for Apriori are shown in Table III. First

column there is the identifier of the rule, the second

column the rule in the form of ”If X then Y” is presented,

and the remaining columns represent the metrics support,

confidence and lift respectively. The Apriori’s rules could

be read such as ”If some VSE was added/deleted then

4The full results Tables can be seen in: https://github.com/jonx18/
Patterns-of-Markup-use-in-Wikipedias-Context/blob/master/3-Thirdcase/
3-Thirdcaseresults.xlsx



some other VSE was added/deleted”, and the rule was

evaluated with support, confidence and lift. Those results

were ordered by confidence from highest to lowest. The first

seven rules had a confidence over 50% and all with lift over 1.

The results showed that those rules and the co-occurrence

were only between the same events, in other words, co-

occurrence on VSEs were additions or deletions but not

crosses of them. As a result, the existence a correlation in

the way of VSEs were used together can be affirmed but was

necessarily looked deep to confirm that, and It was done in

the next case.

F. 4th case: Fine granularity of changes

In this case, the changes on the revision evolution in a

fine granularity were analyzed. The VSE information was

aggregated and tagged with three quantity ranges called Low,

Medium, and High. The following rules were used:

• When any deletion of VSE was detected, the tags ”-Low-
”,”-Medium-”,”-High-” were used in the range of VSE

deleted was between (0 : -2], (-2 : -10] and (-10:-Inf).

• When any application of VSE was detected, the tags

”+Low+”,”+Medium+”, ”+High+” were used in the

range of VSE applied was between (0 : 2], (2 : 10] and

(10:Inf).

• If changes were not detected, the VSE was deleted to

prevent bias the results.

In order to perform this analysis, Eclat was configured

with a minimum support of 0.001 and a least of 2 elements.

Also, Apriori was configured with support and confidence

minimum or 0.001 and a least of 2 elements in the first

part of the rule. Those configurations helped to focus in the

relations between VSE and the frequency of their changes

properly. Also, the minimums selected allow getting more

interesting results in a metric of lift refer.

As result5, the Table VI for Eclat was obtained. First

column details the identification of the results, the second

column shows the VSE that co-occur and the support is in

the last column. There were items correlated with a certain

support, e.g., the first item of the table means that the VSE’s

to represent block-quote and the indicator of templates

inclusions are added together at a low level with 2.15%

of support. The items obtained from those results had less

support than the results of the third case.

The results for Apriori are shown in Table V. First column

there is the identifier of the rule, the second column the

rule in the form of ”If X then Y” is presented, and the

remaining columns represent the metrics support, confidence

and lift respectively. Rules can be read such as ”If some

5The full results Tables can be seen in: https://github.com/jonx18/
Patterns-of-Markup-use-in-Wikipedias-Context/blob/master/4-Fourthcase/
4-Fourthcaseresults.xlsx

VSE was added/deleted in a level some other VSE would be

added/deleted in another level” and the rule was evaluated

with support, confidence. From Apriori 298 rules were

obtained, those rules had a higher confidence than the results

in the third case; also, the lift was also high. Finally, all of

the first results or the results with the highest confidence were

related to events of large deletions or significant additions,

but those rules had a shallow support.

From those results, the existence of a direct correlation

between the application or deletion of VSE together could

be confirmed. There was less support than the support in

the second case, but that was because the events of deletion

and addition were split into three small events each. Besides

this in Apriori’s results, all results were of high value, it

was because the little support allows Vandal or Correction

revisions and those values biased the rules. This bias into the

results was corrected in the implementation of the next case.

G. 5th case: Fine Revision Evolution by Cluster

This case analyze the characteristics of the clusters (Vandal,

Correction and Common editions) found in the second case

but using the process of the fourth case.

First, to get a more refined version of the clusters, an

iterative clustering process was done. In each iteration, the

clusters were evaluated with Jaccard coefficient, and VSE

elements of the clusters with less stability were deleted.

This iteration continues until the coefficient of the clusters

did not increase more. Those clusters were kept, and the

deleted elements were assigned to the stabilized clusters that

correspond.

After clustering, for each cluster that corresponds with

one of three types of revision described in the second case,

the revisions were analyzed applying the process described

in the fourth case. In Figures 4 and 5, value’s ranges for

each metric in Eclat and Apriori for each cluster are shown.

Regarding the support, the clusters of Vandal and Correction

Editions had the highest support, and that was because those

clusters had fewer transactions and with particular items. In

another hand, the support of the Common Editions was the

lowest, but it was expected because there were more variety

of VSEs added or deleted in different magnitudes and this

cluster was the biggest. On confidence, also the clusters of

Vandal and Correction Editions had the highest confidence.

Those levels of confidence were because the confidence is

sensitive to the frequency of the elements Y, and in this case,

with elements with strong support higher confidence values

were produced even if there existed no association between

the items [24]. The Common Editions had an acceptable

max level of confidence. Finally, about lift, the clusters

of Vandal and Correction Editions had the worse lift level

indicating that those rules were not patterns, in contrast, the

Common Editions had levels of lift indicating those rules



TABLE III
CASE 3 APRIORI OUTPUT.

Id X =>Y Support Confidence Lift
[1] {s=+Added}=>{includeonly=+Added} 0.01112287 0.7554439 13.215852
[2] {external=-Deleted}=>{indent1=-Deleted} 0.01038630 0.6004355 20.110261
[3] {includeonly=+Added}=>{blockquote=+Added} 0.03391964 0.5933955 7.576177
[4] {indent1=-Deleted}=>{internal=-Deleted} 0.01552891 0.5201064 12.117157
[5] {includeonly=-Deleted}=>{blockquote=-Deleted} 0.01251420 0.5188473 16.603750
[6] {external=+Added}=>{indent1=+Added} 0.01335142 0.5156500 9.520728
[7] {indent1=+Added}=>{internal=+Added} 0.02732596 0.5045341 6.857714
[8] {external=+Added}=>{bulletedelement=+Added} 0.01177999 0.4549593 5.379638
[...] ... ... ... ...
[20] {blockquote=+Added}=>{bulletedelement=+Added} 0.01124470 0.1435667 1.697596

TABLE IV
CASE 3 ECLAT OUTPUT.

ID VSE Co-Ocurrences Support
[1] {blockquote=+Added,includeonly=+Added} 0.03391964
[2] {internal=+Added,indent1=+Added} 0.02732596
[3] {internal=+Added,bulletedelement=+Added} 0.02166337
[4] {internal=-Deleted,indent1=-Deleted} 0.01552891
[5] {internal=-Deleted,bulletedelement=-Deleted} 0.01432017
[6] {blockquote=+Added,big=+Added} 0.01347192
[7] {external=+Added,indent1=+Added} 0.01335142
[8] {bulletedelement=+Added,indent1=+Added} 0.01320869
[...] .... ...
[20] {italic=+Added,bulletedelement=+Added} 0.01021900

such as patterns. Table VII has the rules mined 6 for the

cluster 3 of Common Editions. In those rules can be seen the

existence of a tendency to grow up in the articles, it is because

the portion of rules with additions is bigger than the deletions.

The most significant assumptions that could be concluded

from these results were:

• Internal links to Wikipedia are usually used with indent

and bullets.

• It is common see that external links and references are

applied and deleted together with indent.

• Also, cites and references are deleted together, but the

additions of both VSEs together are occasional.

• Frequently, in the same revision that a heading of type 2

is added an indent of type 2 is added.

• The additions and the deletions hardly ever are performed

together; only two rules were obtained that represent this

activity and the most relevant was the interchange from

an external link to an internal link.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This work presented an approach to studying the evolution

of the articles in Wikipedia according to visual structural

elements (VSE). The concept of VSE was introduced, and its

importance was explained. Finally, an evaluation with more

6The full results Tables can be seen in: https://github.com/jonx18/
Patterns-of-Markup-use-in-Wikipedias-Context/tree/master/5-Fifthcase

Fig. 4. Ranges of values in Eclat and Apriori for each cluster.

Fig. 5. Ranges of values in Eclat and Apriori for each cluster.



TABLE V
CASE 4 APRIORI OUTPUT.

Id X =>Y Support Confidence Lift
[1] {italic=-High-}=>{internal=-High-} 0,0029 0,82068276 94,05664
[2] {heading2=-High-}=>{bulletedelement=-High-} 0,00158 0,80456758 132,92482
[3] {external=-High-}=>{indent1=-High-} 0,00192 0,79679373 150,12876
[4] {indent1=-High-}=>{internal=-High-} 0,00422 0,79543123 91,16262
[5] {external=-High-}=>{internal=-High-} 0,0019 0,78828856 90,34402
[6] {external=-High-}=>{bulletedelement=-High-} 0,00189 0,7870648 130,03314
[7] {italic=+High+}=>{internal=+High+} 0,00277 0,76948238 93,73189
[8] {external=+High+}=>{internal=+High+} 0,00179 0,75399282 91,84508
[...] ... ... ... ...
[298] {reference=+Low+}=>{italicblod=+Low+} 0,00104144 0,04053489 1,1357819

TABLE VI
CASE 4 ECLAT OUTPUT.

ID VSE Co-Ocurrences Support
[1] {blockquote=+Low+,includeonly=+Low+} 0,02150432
[2] {internal=+Low+,indent1=+Low+} 0,01552964
[3] {internal=+Low+,bulletedelement=+Low+} 0,01300579
[4] {heading2=+Low+,includeonly=+Low+} 0,00800723
[5] {external=+Low+,indent1=+Low+} 0,00736968
[6] {blockquote=+Low+,big=+Low+} 0,00697477
[7] {s=+Low+,includeonly=+Low+} 0,00685411
[8] {bulletedelement=+Low+,indent1=+Low+} 0,0068472
[...] ... ...
[460] {italic=+Low+,heading2=+Low+} 0,001000242

than 2.000.000 revisions was described.

The evaluation was based on cluster analysis and association

rules mining techniques. Of the evaluation can be concluded

that using VSE as study element it is possible to classify the

revisions in Vandal, Correction, and Common editions. Also,

patterns about the application or deletion of VSE were found

showing how are the VSEs used together and in what level

they represent the real use of this facility to structure articles

given by Wikipedia.

In future work, other techniques like LDA would like to

be applied to VSE to improve and evaluate these results.

Also, a classification algorithm would like to be created

using supervised learning to classify the revisions in the

classifications described here, because the unsupervised

learning algorithms are more for exploratory analysis and

they are not efficient for this kind of tasks. Finally, this work

was applied only over an article subset of Wikipedia and

if this study is applied over whole Wikipedia, the results

might be more relevant or shown undiscovered VSE patterns.

Moreover, this article focused specifically on Wikipedia,

a general purpose knowledge building community. Future

work will explore whether similar pattenrs are found in more

specific Wikis such as those used by communities of practice

in agriculture.
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